MedtoMarket
INTRODUCTION
MedtoMarket is disrupting traditional opaque and bureaucratic medical
innovation by providing unique co-working spaces, lab resources, and
event centers to innovators, entrepreneurs, and end users in the field of
medicine. MedtoMarket goes beyond the typical operating room setup by
providing a full-service ecosystem with access to leaders in the medical
community, simulated operating rooms, and active learning spaces.

“THE MERGING OF TECHNOLOGY
AND MEDICINE IS CRITICAL TO THE
ADVANCEMENT OF OUR INDUSTRY AS A
WHOLE. WITH CRESTRON, MEDTOMARKET
CAN PROVIDE AND SUPPORT NEW
INNOVATIONS TO HELP REVOLUTIONIZE
THE FIELD OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY.”

Dr. Aaron Ali
CEO and Co-Founder
MedtoMarket
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THE CHALLENGE
MedtoMarket is an emerging startup that services the various needs of
the medical industry like never before. While the focus of the space is to
provide a safe and clinical experience, it is also a place to demonstrate,
work, and learn in a secure environment. MedtoMarket needed a
technological solution that was flexible and could meet the needs of
internal teams, invited guests, and medical professionals alike.

MedtoMarket creates a seamless working environment where medical
professionals can come and focus on their innovations rather than
managing the technology around them. For system managers,
accessibility is a huge factor. With Crestron, MedtoMarket can now
provide their guests with infinite access to higher technological
functionalities. MedtoMarket can control video broadcasts throughout the
space to create the best experience for all parties.
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THE TECHNOLOGY
DM® NVX generates video at a high-quality resolution without latency.
With hands-on medical training, minimizing the latency of video is
incredibly important as video can be distributed to all screens within the
facility as well as remotely. This allows for full collaboration locally and
with others around the world in real time. “We are training physicians on
highly precise procedures that are incredibly difficult to teach and learn,”
says Dr. Aaron Ali, CEO and Founder of MedtoMarket. “With Crestron
technology, the surgeon and students are comfortably focused on the task
at hand.”

The easy-to-use interface of a Crestron TSW touch screen was a
perfect solution for the needs of MedtoMarket’s clients, providing them
a professional environment that works efficiently for clients new to the
facility. In addition, Crestron AirMedia® further alleviates the pain of AV
connection problems as users can simply walk into the room and
wirelessly present.

For this project, MedtoMarket brought in a more advanced AV solution
to create a system that was easy-to-use and highly adaptable. The
technology in the space is critical for MedtoMarket to provide their clients
with the resources to succeed and innovate.

“BECAUSE OF THE MISSION-CRITICAL
NATURE OF OUR WORK, DM NVX PROVIDES
US WITH THE CONFIDENCE THAT ALL OF
THE INFORMATION WE SHARE IS SAFE
AND SECURE.”

Dr. Aaron Ali
CEO and Co-Founder
MedtoMarket
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THE SOLUTION
The super facility allows for twenty different surgeries to occur at once.
Therefore, a lead surgeon can conduct training while other surgeons can
replicate the surgery as it is being performed. There are also glass walls at
which observers can sit behind to see the techniques of the surgery. Their
view is aided by cameras focused on the surgeon that provide greater
details of the surgery on the massive displays throughout the space.

In medicine, clear image quality and reliable video
distribution are both imperative. With DM NVX,
MedtoMarket utilizes Crestron’s Pixel Perfect
Technology to provide premier image quality and fine
details at all times, which is a must in the field of
medicine. The ability to ensure zero latency is extremely
critical. When training other surgeons, the lead
instructor must have real-time interaction or else it
would negatively impact the quality of the course.

The conference rooms are set up for a seamless
collaborative experience, allowing a variety of clients to
utilize the spaces effectively without requiring them to
have technology expertise. Clients are able to present
using AirMedia without having to worry about connectivity issues.

Crestron technology provides MedtoMarket with a large advantage in the
medical industry as many facilities utilize a traditional screen and speaker
in a conference room. Needing to be more aggressive in what it demands
from the technology, MedtoMarket has successfully differentiated itself
from teaching hospitals and universities.

“OUR CLIENT NEEDED A SOLUTION THAT
WAS FLEXIBLE, WHICH IS WHY WE
DECIDED TO STANDARDIZE ON CRESTRON
DM NVX. IT PROVIDES MEDTOMARKET WITH
AN INFINITELY SCALABLE SOLUTION THAT
CAN EASILY GROW WITH THEIR BUSINESS
OVER TIME.”

Collin Hogan
Strategic Partner
MedtoMarket
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Featured Products

RESULTS
Crestron has provided MedtoMarket with a solution that seamlessly
combines technology and medicine. With a flexible infrastructure,
MedtoMarket can now expand its revolutionary model across the U.S. and
across the globe.

“Crestron delivers solutions with the end user in mind.
We now have a system that can keep up with our
fast-paced, innovative facility without hassle. This
technology allows for our capacity to expand without
having to completely revamp our system.”
Dr. Aaron Ali
CEO and Co-Founder
MedtoMarket
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DM NVX™ 4K60 4:4:4 HDR Network AV Encoder/
Decoder
DM-NVX-351
Crestron Mercury®
CCS-UC-1
3-Series Control System®
CP3N
Media Presentation System 200
AM-200
DM Lite Transmitter
HD-TXC-101-C-E
DM Lite Receiver
HD-RX-101-C-E
SAROS 4” 2-Way In-Ceiling Speaker
SAROS IC4T-B-T-EACH

